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Controlled runaway electron (RE) plateau-wall strikes with different initial impurity levels are used

to study the effect of background plasma ion charge Z (resistivity) on RE-wall loss dynamics. It is

found that Joule heating (magnetic to kinetic energy conversion) during the final loss does not go up

monotonically with increasing Z but peaks at intermediate Z� 6. Joule heating and overall time

scales of the RE final loss are found to be reasonably well-described by a basic 0D coupled-circuit

model, with only the loss time as a free parameter. This loss time is found to be fairly well correlated

with the avalanche time, possibly suggesting that the RE final loss rate is limited by the avalanche

rate. First attempts at measuring total energy deposition to the vessel walls by REs during the final

loss are made. At higher plasma impurity levels Z> 5, energy deposition to the wall appears to be

consistent with modeling, at least within the large uncertainties of the measurement. At low impurity

levels Z< 5, however, local energy deposition appears around 5–20� less than expected, suggesting

that the RE energy dissipation at low Z is not fully understood. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4985086]

I. INTRODUCTION

Runaway electrons (REs) can form in tokamaks during

startup or disruptions and can be a concern because of their

ability to cause localized damage to in-vessel components.1,2

In future large tokamaks like ITER, disruption REs could be

a yet more serious concern and could potentially reduce

machine operational lifetime,3 so efforts are underway to

study methods of disruption RE avoidance and mitigation.4

Presently, it is thought that massive injection of high-Z

impurities is a promising method for dissipating large post-

disruption RE beams (RE plateaus), with very rapid reduc-

tion of RE plateau energy seen in DIII-D.5 It has been

pointed out, however, that increased plasma resistivity could

tend to result in increased conversion of magnetic to kinetic

energy during the wall strike, possibly resulting in greater

net localized energy deposition, despite increased initial dis-

sipation of kinetic energy.6 It is therefore important to study

the dynamics of RE plateau energy deposition to the wall as

a function of plasma impurity content, in order to best design

the RE mitigation system for ITER.

Measuring the RE energy deposition to the tokamak

wall is challenging because of the spatially localized deposi-

tion, fast time scales, and high kinetic energy (MeVþ) of the

REs. Soft x-ray (SXR) array data in JET showed that the

RE plateau tends to maintain a fairly narrow (minor radius

a� 0.5m) beam as it moves vertically to the wall.7 This

fairly small RE plateau minor radius is consistent with later

DIII-D observations (assuming some machine size scaling),

which found a minor radius a� 0.2–0.4m based on final loss

onset times and a� 0.2m based on the FWHM of

reconstructed SXR emissivities.5 Hard x-ray (HXR) array

data in DIII-D indicated a significant toroidal structure in the

RE plateau wall strike, and this was attributed to MHD (kink)

mode formation during the wall strike.8 In TEXTOR, calo-

rimeter and scintillator probes were used to measure the local

energy of plateau REs striking the wall; mean energies of

order several MeV were measured and RE plateau magnetic-

kinetic energy conversions of up to nearly 30% were

estimated.9

The expectation that RE plateau energy will be domi-

nated by magnetic energy in ITER and the resulting impor-

tance of RE Joule heating (magnetic-kinetic energy

conversion) during the final wall strike was first pointed out

fairly early in the ITER design.10 Initial simulations for ITER

suggested a fairly modest (�10%) conversion of magnetic

energy to kinetic energy during the RE plateau final wall

strike in ITER.11 Experimentally, magnetics data were used

to estimate the Joule heating in JET for uncontrolled RE

plateau-wall strikes.12 A model was developed to extrapolate

these results to ITER and a higher magnetic—kinetic energy

conversion fraction of 40% was arrived at for typical loss

timescales. Data were gathered on uncontrolled RE-wall

strikes in JET, DIII-D, and FTU; based on trends in uncali-

brated HXR and photoneutron signals, evidence for signifi-

cant (up to 10�) increase in net kinetic energy deposition to

the wall due to magnetic energy conversion during the RE-

wall strike was reported.6

In addition to RE Joule heating, a very important param-

eter needed for predicting RE damage for ITER is the RE

heating footprint. IR images of the RE-wall strike region
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gave a poloidal scale of order 10 cm in JET;13 this was then

used (assuming a 40% magnetic-kinetic energy conversion) to

estimate a rough limit of 2 MA allowing for a RE plateau-

wall strike in ITER.4 More recent simulations have been per-

formed using the actual ITER first wall panel geometry, which

suggest that 2 MA may still be unacceptably high, depending

on the degree of toroidal localization of the RE heating.14

The work presented here adds to the present understanding

of the RE plateau-wall interaction in several areas. First, con-

trolled RE vertical loss experiments with different levels of pla-

teau impurity concentration are presented. These remove the

large scatter in loss time of previous uncontrolled RE-wall loss

experiments, allowing study of the trends resulting from plasma

impurity content. It is found that the RE loss timescale tends to

be of order the avalanche timescale. Additionally, first attempts

(using HXR and IR data) are made to determine the energy

deposited into the wall by the REs during the wall strike, which

is the sum of the initial kinetic energy plus the Joule heating dur-

ing the final loss minus any non-local energy loss (e.g., radia-

tion) during the final loss. Within the fairly large experimental

uncertainty, the results appear to be consistent with calculations

for medium to high Z RE beams (Z> 5) but about 5–20� lower

than expected at lower Z< 5. Consistent with JET results,12

radiated power loss during the final loss appears to generally be

fairly negligible. First attempts are made to measure the size of

the RE heating footprint on the wall of DIII-D. From HXR scin-

tillator data, the footprint appears somewhat large (covering a

toroidal range of about 180�); however, the toroidal resolution

of this method is quite coarse and will therefore average over

small structures in the RE heat deposition. The phase of the

HXR-inferred heat deposition is not random but appears to trend

toward two toroidal angles. IR imaging indicates that conducted

heat loads within the IR camera field of view (which covers

about 60� toroidally) are fairly localized, to about a 10 cm wide

region; however, this may be influenced by local non-

uniformities in metal deposits in the floor.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments described here were performed in the

DIII-D tokamak.15 An experimental schematic showing key

diagnostics is shown in Fig. 1. RE plateau-producing disrup-

tions are induced with rapid (�200m/s) injection of small

(OD � 2mm, volume �15 Torr-L) frozen argon pellets. The

impurity content of the resulting RE plateau is modified by

massive gas injection (MGI) of Ar, He, or D2 gas from a fast

gas valve. Line-integrated total electron density is measured

with four interferometer view chords. Total radiation is mea-

sured with a foil bolometer. Soft x-ray (SXR) emission is

measured with a poloidal fan of SXR view chords. Visible

line emission is measured with a visible survey spectrometer.

Hard x-ray (HXR) emission is measured with an array of 20

HXR scintillators located around the machine toroidally and

poloidally. Infra-red (IR) imaging is done in the 3–5 lm
range through a periscope viewing the entire plasma cross

section over a toroidal region of about 60�. Magnetic signals

and toroidal loop voltage are measured with coils mounted

both external and internal to the vacuum vessel.

A time history of a typical experiment is shown in

Fig. 2. An L-mode, electron cyclotron wave (gyrotron)

heated inner wall-limited target plasma with a plasma cur-

rent of 1.2 MA is shut down at time t¼ 1200ms with an Ar

pellet, leading to the formation of a RE plateau. The RE

plateau current channel is captured, centered, and current-

regulated to 275 kA by the plasma control system. Then, at

t¼ 1450ms, 300 Torr-L of helium MGI is fired into the RE

plateau, resulting in a drop in HXR emission, Fig. 2(b), and

a rise in electron density, Fig. 2(d). Also, the plasma control

system is used to give the current channel a fixed-amplitude

downward “kick,” resulting in a slow downward drift of the

current channel, Fig. 2(c), and wall impact and final loss at

around t¼ 1650ms.

III. RE FINAL LOSS TIME SCALES AND 0D
COUPLED-CIRCUIT MODEL

A zoomed view of toroidal current time traces from a

typical final loss event is shown in Fig. 3(a). The total

plasma current IP is measured using a poloidal array of

poloidal magnetic field loops inside the conducting wall. The

wall current IWall is measured using a Rogowski loop exter-

nal to the conducting wall to measure the total toroidal

FIG. 1. Schematic of key DIII-D diag-

nostics and injectors showing (a) top

view and (b) side view.
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current; subtracting plasma current from this gives wall cur-

rent IWall. The ohmic plasma current IX is estimated by

assuming that toroidal ohmic current is proportional to poloi-

dal halo current IHalo measured by tile halo current monitors,

as might be expected if ohmic current is dominantly in the

open flux surface “scrape-off” region of the current channel

where REs have been lost (and ignoring changes in edge

safety factor qa during the final loss). Using IP ¼ IX þ IRE,
the scale factor for IX is then obtained by requiring that IRE
goes to zero when the HXR signals, Fig. 3(c), go to zero.

The measured toroidal currents of Fig. 3(a) can be seen

to be reasonably consistent with a 0D coupled circuit model.6

To illustrate this, Fig. 3(b) shows toroidal currents calculated

from the 0D model. For simplicity, RE current is assumed

to be lost to the wall exponentially during the final loss

event on a time scale sLoss. The RE current can then be inte-

grated forward in time from the initial RE current using
@IRE
@t ¼ IRE

1
sAval

� 1
sLoss

� �
, where sAval is the avalanche time

scale. In the 0D model, the Ohmic plasma current can then

be calculated using @IX
@t ¼ �IX=sXþaL IWall=sWallð Þ � @IRE

@t

� �
,

while wall current can be calculated using @IWall

@t ¼ IX=

sX � 1þ aLð Þ IWall=sWallð Þ. aL � 0:7 is the ratio of internal to

external inductances (estimated from the beam radius from

SXR and the beam position relative to the wall from mag-

netics), sX is the Ohmic plasma decay time (estimated from

the initial measured internal current decay rate after the total

loss of RE current), and sWall � 8 ms is the wall time.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show that the 0D model toroidal

currents are found to agree with the experiments reasonably

well. Here, a loss time sLoss ¼ sHXR=5 is used, where sHXR is

the time scale for HXR final loss flashes, obtained from tanh

fits to the time-integrated wall-emitted HXR signal, as shown

in Fig. 4. It is not unexpected that sLoss should be somewhat

shorter than sHXR, since the tanh fits to the entire RE current

loss, while the faster slope of the rapid final decay of RE cur-

rent is most important for wall and Ohmic current

FIG. 2. Overview of typical experiment time sequence showing (a) plasma

current, (b) HXR signal, (c) plasma vertical position, and (d) electron

density.

FIG. 3. Zoomed time traces of final loss event showing: (a) measured toroi-

dal currents in wall and plasma, (b) OD model toroidal currents, (c) HXR

signals, and (d) edge safety factor. The lower 4 panes show JFIT current

reconstructions showing the last closed flux surface (blue) at four time steps.

FIG. 4. (a) Total HXR signal and HXR signal from wall only during final

loss and (b) tanh fit to integrated HXR signal to estimate RE loss time scale.

(c) Measured HXR loss time and predicted avalanche time; and (d) mea-

sured Ohmic decay time and Spitzer resistivity time scale as a function of Z.
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generation. The wall-emitted HXR signal, Fig. 4(a), is esti-

mated from the total HXR signal by assuming that plasma

HXR emission is proportional to RE current and that all mea-

sured HXRs originate from the plasma (not the wall) before

the final loss starts. Figure 4(b) shows a tanh fit to integrated

wall HXR emission, and Fig. 4(c) shows that sHXR is found

to be reasonably well correlated with the theoretical ava-

lanche time scale (the time scale for growth of secondary

REs due to collisions between REs and background cold

electrons) sAval � mec
eE/

� �
lnK

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ðZ þ 5Þ=p

p
; this is averaged

over the final loss event for Fig. 4(c). Z and lnK used here

are not the standard Coulomb collision quantities; instead,

mean values appropriate for relativistic incoming electrons

including free and bound target electrons are used. Free and

bound electron densities are calculated from interferometers

and spectroscopically measured argon ion densities.16

The background plasma Ohmic time scale sX is found to

be reasonably well described by Spitzer resistivity, as shown

by the dashed curve in Fig. 4(d). This curve is made by

assuming sX � Lint=R/, where Lint is the RE beam internal

inductance (Lext is neglected since sX � sWall) and R/ is the

toroidal resistance, calculated using the standard Spitzer

plasma resistivity g. The Ohmic plasma charge state and

electron temperature used to calculate g are estimated by

assuming that the fractional impurity content (Ar, He, etc.)

of the Ohmic plasma is the same as the pre-loss RE beam

and that the temperature of the Ohmic plasma can be esti-

mated by balancing Joule heating of the Ohmic plasma E/JX
with power loss via line radiation. Points and curves in Figs.

4(c) and 4(d) are calculated at the same discrete Z points, but

points are missing in some cases due to diagnostic problems

e.g., due to unacquired spectroscopic data.

The toroidal electric field E/ inside the RE beam during

the final loss is estimated using an externally measured loop

voltage (detector A in Fig. 1) plus a parabolic current profile

approximation. In this approximation, the central loop voltage

V0 (in-beam loop voltage averaged across the RE beam) is

given by: V0 � VA � 3
4
l0R0

@IP
@t , where VA is the edge loop

voltage; this is shown as a function of time by a dashed blue

curve in Fig. 5(a). The external loop voltages measured at

detectors A and B can be reasonably well predicted by JFIT,

as shown in Fig. 5(a). JFIT can also be used to estimate V0,

shown by the black curve in Fig. 5(b). It can be seen that the

JFIT loop voltage seems to be reasonably accurate but does

not capture fast events, justifying the use of the faster parabolic

IP approximation [red curve in Fig. 5(b)] to better capture the

dynamics of the final loss. The loop voltage profile may not

actually be parabolic, but the precise radial structure of the

toroidal electric field is unknown. Simulations of a slow

“scrape off” of RE current during the final loss indicate the for-

mation of a hollow radial profile of current and electric field;11

however, these simulations do not include the current broaden-

ing effect of reconnection events, island overlap, etc., and there

are no existing measurements to validate these simulations.

IV. HXR SPIKES DURING RE FINAL LOSS

Fast magnetics data suggest that the HXR spikes may

result from internal MHD reconnection events analogous to

those seen following the thermal quench (TQ) of normal dis-

ruptions. Figure 6 shows a further zoom of the data of Fig. 3

showing only three of the HXR flashes. Figure 6(d) shows

toroidal contours of the HXR flashes (from the upper array).

It can be seen that the first large HXR flash at around

FIG. 5. (a) Edge toroidal loop voltage during final loss event showing recon-

structed (JFIT) and measured loop voltage at detectors A and B; (b) central

toroidal loop voltage from JFIT and parabolic Ip approximation; (c) HXR

signals; and (d) RE current as a function of time.

FIG. 6. Highly zoomed time traces of three final loss spikes showing (a)

HXR amplitude, (b) plasma current, (c) Ar-II brightness, (d) toroidal struc-

ture of HXR signals, and (e) and (f) top-hat model fits to the toroidal struc-

ture of HXR signals during two different final loss spikes.
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t¼ 1750ms has a peak phase of around 20�, but the subse-

quent two large flashes have peak phases of around 200�, so
about 180� apart. The fast internal poloidal array of magnetic

pickup loops typically does not show an easily resolved

poloidal mode number (probably because the current channel

is close to the lower divertor and therefore the signal is quite

different in amplitude at different poloidal locations), but

integrating poloidally does clearly reveal fast spikes in the

toroidal current coincident with the HXR flashes, Fig. 6(b),

consistent with internal reconnection events in the current

channel causing radial spreading of the current profile. The

HXR flashes are extremely narrow, 10 ls–100 ls; the precise
mechanism for this very rapid release of REs into the wall

has not been identified yet, but one possibility suggested

recently is that a stochastic annulus bounded by good flux

surfaces could form during the final loss. Breaking the good

surfaces could then result in a very rapid loss of significant

REs on a time scale of 10 ls.17 Figure 6(c) shows fast Ar-II

line emission brightness as a function of time from a view

chord which passes through the current channel. It can be

seen that there are spikes in Ar-II emission following the

HXR spikes; this is consistent with an increase in Ohmic cur-

rent and resulting increased radiative dissipation following

the RE current loss during HXR spikes. In Figs. 6(e) and 6(f),

curves show model fits to the measured toroidal structure of

the HXR signals at two spikes. Despite the very coarse toroi-

dal resolution (only three data points), it can be seen that the

measured toroidal structure can be reasonably well-fit assum-

ing a RE deposition region D/Strike � p, i.e., wrapping around
about half the tokamak. This model assumes a simple top-hat

toroidal profile of energy deposition. HXR bremsstrahlung

from RE impact is modeled using previous triply-differential

simulations of bremsstrahlung,18 parametrized analytically as

done in the GEANT4 code.19 The x-ray signal modeling

includes energy sensitivity, geometry, and shielding structure

of the HXR detectors. The energy distribution of REs during

the final strike is estimated with kinetic (test particle) simula-

tions, as will be described later.

The peak phases shown in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f) for HXR

data are found to be fairly typical, suggesting that the RE cur-

rent channel forms a MHD mode which locks to the DIII-D

wall with preferred phase. This can be seen in Fig. 7 where

histograms of peak HXR toroidal phase are plotted for (a) for-

ward Ip and (b) reverse Ip shots. Forward and reverse Ip are

separated because the different magnetic helicities might eas-

ily be expected to have different preferred wall strike loca-

tions. Data for many shots and many HXR final loss spikes

are included, demonstrating that the final loss phase is not ran-

dom. The HXR histograms in Fig. 7 show the expected actual

peak phase of the RE-wall strike; this is different by of order

60� from the measured peak phase due to the forward-

beaming of the HXRs from the wall strike point. It is not clear

from the present analysis if the observed structure corre-

sponds to a toroidally varying n¼ 2 mode or a n¼ 1 mode

which is changing phase between strikes. This toroidal struc-

ture and variation of HXR phase will be studied further in

future work; here, for the purposes of estimating total energy

deposition, toroidally averaged HXR signals are used.

V. IR THERMOGRAPHY

To complement the HXR measurements, it was

attempted to measure RE-wall strike heat loads using IR

thermography. Interpretation of IR images in these experi-

ments is complicated by the presence of plasma IR emission

and by unknown wall composition, so a large number of

assumptions are necessary to make analysis tractable. A sam-

ple IR image of the lower divertor floor at the end of a RE

final strike into the lower divertor is shown in Fig. 8(a). IR

brightness is converted to a surface temperature assuming

that the IR emissivity is dominated by graphite. Different

regions of the divertor show markedly different time evolu-

tion during the final loss: some regions show a very slow

(�100ms) rise in IR signal, followed by a rapid (several ms)

drop during the final loss, while other regions show a rapid

(several ms) rise during the final loss, followed by a slow

(�100ms) decay. We interpret the slow rising signals, Fig.

8(c), as being dominated by plasma IR emission (e.g., Ar-I

lines emitting in the 3–5 lm range) rising during the down-

ward motion of the plasma and then disappearing when the

plasma disappears. We interpret the fast rising signals, Fig.

8(d), as being due to localized RE heat loads, which cause a

rapid rise and subsequent slow decay of surface temperature.

The rise and decay of RE surface heating can be well fit

by a simple 1D thermal diffusion model, as shown by the

dashed black line in Fig. 8(d). The IR brightness data are first

corrected for plasma IR emission; this is done by assuming

that the typical shape of the IR time trace from regions of the

image dominated by plasma IR emission applies to all diver-

tor regions. This typical plasma IR shape time trace is then

scaled to match the pre-final loss signal and subtracted off to

produce a corrected RE heating trace, red curve in Fig. 8(d).

The 1D thermal diffusion model assumes a mono-energetic

electron beam with some energy W0 and pitch angle h. The
electron flux is assumed to have a step function time history,

turning on at the start of the final loss and turning off

instantly at the end with a total time-integrated perpendicular

heat flux q0. Thermal properties of the wall are assumed to

be those of room-temperature amorphous graphite. Power

deposition is calculated using standard total (radiative plus

FIG. 7. Histograms of peak heat loads as a function of toroidal angle / from

HXR and IR diagnostics for (a) forward Ip and (b) reverse Ip shots. HXR his-

tograms count HXR spikes (/10) while IR histogram counts shots.
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collisional) stopping power curves for relativistic electrons.

By varying W0, h, and q0, excellent agreement with the data

can be achieved, as shown by the black dashed line in Fig.

8(d). Unfortunately, these fits are not unique: changing W0

and h can have roughly similar effects on the shape of the

temperature decay curve. It is therefore assumed that these

unknown parameters lie within experimentally reasonable

ranges 0.5MeV<W0< 5MeV and 0.05< h< 0.2 and error

bars to q0 are assigned based on fit errors within these

allowed ranges.

Another possible complication of the thermography is

the presence of trace metal in the divertor graphite due to

experiments with the DiMES sample manipulator, which has

been used to study sputtering of a wide range of metals,

including Al, Mo, Zr, Ta, and W. Rutherford back scattering

(RBS) and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) data indicate metals at

a �10�4 concentration level with �100 nm depth in the

vicinity of DiMES (these experiments were conducted before

the 2016 tungsten rings campaign which introduced signifi-

cant additional tungsten). This small concentration is not

expected to significantly alter the IR emissivity of the sur-

face: this is supported by IR imaging of the TQ radiation

flash in these experiments, which shows no enhanced signal

in the vicinity of DiMES. Figure 8(e) shows the predicted

effect of adding Zr, where fZr is the number density of Zr

atoms divided by the number density of C atoms (we use Zr

here as a rough representative metal atom). It can be seen

that adding Zr significantly changes the peak temperature

but has very little effect on the late time (>50ms after the

final loss) evolution. Also, significant concentrations �0.5

are required to increase the peak surface temperature signifi-

cantly. It therefore seems unlikely that local �10�4 concen-

tration level metal deposits are responsible for the observed

localized heating near DiMES. Nevertheless, to avoid any

possible effect of metals, we fit to late time evolution> 50ms

to estimate q0 across the lower divertor. A map of average q0
across the divertor is shown in Fig. 8(b). As shown in the his-

togram of Fig. 7(a), this localized heating in the vicinity of

/¼ 150� is seen quite reliably in the IR imaging over many

shots.

VI. KINETIC MODELING OF RE ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION DURING FINAL LOSS

Measuring the energy and pitch angle distributions dur-

ing the final loss is extremely difficult, so kinetic (test parti-

cle) modeling is used here to estimate the RE energy and

pitch angle distribution functions during the final loss; these

are then used to help interpret the HXR signals during the

final loss. Reconstructions of fE during the RE plateau can

be made from data by combining soft x-ray (SXR), mid

x-ray (MXR), HXR, Ar radiated power, and visible and IR

synchrotron emission data.16 To make the reconstruction of

fE tractable, a single pitch angle h is assumed at each energy.

These reconstructions have quite large error bars in the long-

duration stationary plateau and are even more challenging to

perform during the RE-wall strike because of the faster time

scales, evolving plasma position, and mixing of wall and

plasma signals. In order to estimate fE during the final loss,

we therefore begin with fE reconstructed during the plateau

from data, then integrate forward to steady-state using a sim-

plified decoupled test particle simulation, and then finally

integrate forward in time over the rapid final loss with a cou-

pled test particle simulation.

The momentum evolution of a relativistic electron

neglecting bremsstrahlung can be written as follows:20

FIG. 8. IR thermography of a RE-wall

strike showing: (a) image of divertor

surface temperature at end of final wall

strike; (b) image of resulting recon-

structed RE heat flux; (c) temperature

time trace at one point dominated by

plasma IR emission; (d) temperature

time trace at a different point domi-

nated by RE heating; (e) effect of addi-

tion of Zr to graphite on predicted

temperature time trace; and (f) JFIT

magnetic flux contours showing posi-

tion of RE beam during final loss.
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@P

@s
¼ lÊ � 1þ 1

P2

� �
� FP 1� l2

� �
1þ P2ð Þ1=2; (1a)

@Pjj
@s

¼ Ê � l 1þ 1

P2

� �
� l 1þ P2ð Þ1=2 1þ Zð Þ=P2

� FlP3 1� l2
� �

= 1þ P2ð Þ1=2: (1b)

In Eq. (1), P � p=mec is the normalized RE momentum,

with P2
jj þ P2

? ¼ P2, and l � Pjj=P¼ cos h, while s � t=sc
is time normalized by the (small angle) collision time

sc ¼ mec
eEcrit

. The dimensionless electric field is Ê � E/=Ecrit,

where Ecrit ¼ e3=4pe20mec
2

� �
nelnK is the standard minimum

(critical) electric field for RE formation. F � tradsc repre-

sents the synchrotron radiation rate relative to the collision

rate in the large radius of curvature limit valid in DIII-D,

where trad ¼ 2re
3c

� �
x2

B, with re the classical electron radius

and xB ¼ eB=me the electron gyrofrequency.

When the electric field is weak, Ê�Z, Eq. (1) can be

simplified by assuming that pitch angle equilibration occurs

faster than energy evolution. In this decoupled time scale

approximation, the pitch angle becomes4

l ¼ coth kð Þ � 1=k; (2)

at all times, with

k � 2Ê

1þ Z

c2 � 1

c

 !
; (3)

where c is the standard Lorentz factor. The RE momentum

evolution then becomes

@P

@s
¼ lÊ � 1þ 1

P2

� �
� lF

Z þ 1

Ê

� �
1þ P2

P

� �
: (4)

While we typically have Z� 5 and Ê� 5 during the plateau,

the electric field rises to Ê� 50 during the final loss, so the

decoupled time scale approximation Eqs. (2) and (4) breaks

down. We therefore run the simpler Eq. (4) during the steady

state (the plateau) only and then use the slower but more

accurate Eq. (1) during the final loss.

To include secondary electrons, the Moller cross section

is used.21 The standard assumption that multiple small angle

scatterings dominate drag, i.e., drag from the Moller cross

section can be neglected in Eqs. (1) and (4), is used. The 1/K
singularity (where K is the kinetic energy) in the Moller cross

section is avoided by turning off Moller scattering into ener-

gies below 10 keV. Drift losses are approximated by causing

particles with energy above the drift orbit scrape-off energy

KX ¼ mec
2 a=2ð Þ

qqec
to be lost,22 where a� 0.25m is the RE beam

minor radius, qec ¼ mec
eB is the RE gyroradius, and q � 2:5 is

used as a rough estimate for the mean RE beam safety factor.

To avoid an unphysically sharp cutoff, a smooth cutoff ramp

up of width 5MeV is used. Particle trapping is coarsely

approximated by turning off the electric field acceleration [the

first term to the right of the equal sign in Eqs. (1) and (4)] for

particles with large pitch angles sin h >
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bmirror

p
, where

bmirror ¼ Bout

Bin
� 0:7 is the mirror ratio.

Figure 9(a) shows examples of measured and simulated

RE energy and pitch angle distribution functions during the

plateau. The dashed black curve is the reconstructed fE, near
the start of the plateau. The gray shaded region represents

uncertainty of this reconstruction. The dashed blue curve is

the reconstructed fE near the end of the plateau 240ms later.

It can be seen that the plateau energy distribution varies only

slightly, i.e., a quasi-equilibrium is reached during the pla-

teau. This is advantageous because RE formation during the

TQ is quite complex and difficult to model,23 but becomes

unimportant here, since an equilibrium is reached. The pla-

teau fE is simulated by initializing with the measured fE near

the start of the plateau and then moving particle momenta

between energy bins according to the decoupled test particle

momentum equation, Eq. (4). The effect of different terms in

the momentum equation is illustrated in Fig. 9(a) by sequen-

tially adding terms. The magenta curve (i) contains only

electric field and collisional drag. The green curve (ii) adds

synchrotron drag. The orange curve (iii) then turns on sec-

ondary electron formation, and the red curve (iv) then adds

in drift loss. It can be seen that the final (red) curve including

all terms best matches the measured fE. Drift loss appears to
be most important for matching the high energy portion of

fE; while secondary electrons appear to be most important

for matching the lower energy portion of fE.

FIG. 9. (a) Measured and simulated RE energy distribution function during

RE plateau showing effect of different drag/loss terms; (b) measured and

simulated RE pitch angle during RE plateau; (c) simulated RE energy distri-

bution function during final loss showing difference between coupled and

decoupled models; and (d) simulated RE pitch angle during final loss. All

curves are plotted as a function of electron kinetic energy.
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Figure 9(b) shows (red curve) the simulated pitch angle

distribution, Eq. (2), as a function of RE kinetic energy.

Compared with the reconstructions (dashed curves), it can be

seen that the general experimental trends (pitch angle rolling

over around 1MeV and decreasing toward zero) are captured

by the simulation.

Figure 9(c) shows fE simulated during the final loss: the

black curve shows the start of the final loss and the red curves

show the middle of the final loss. The dashed red curve shows

the decoupled model, Eqs. (2) and (4), and the solid red curve

shows the coupled model, Eq. (1). It can be seen that the two

models differ only moderately during the final loss. Both pre-

dict a slight hardening (shift toward higher energy) of the fE
during the final loss. Figure 9(d) shows the pitch angle distri-

bution predicted at the start (black curve) and middle (red

curves) of the final loss. Here, it can be seen that the two mod-

els differ quite significantly: the decoupled model predicts a

narrowing of the pitch angle (smaller pitch angle) during the

final loss, while the coupled model predicts a broadening

(larger pitch angle) during the final loss.

Overall, comparisons between measurements and model-

ing in Fig. 9 show that the test particle modeling can capture

trends in the data but does not replicate the measurements per-

fectly, even within the large experimental error bars. We there-

fore estimate the conversion factor between final loss HXR

signals and deposited kinetic energy using both (a) energy and

pitch angle distribution functions measured during the plateau

and (b) the distribution function simulated during the final loss,

and then estimate error bars from the difference between the

two. We define the HXR conversion factor VS as the time-

integrated HXR signal (in V-s, since HXR raw data are in V)

divided by the total RE beam kinetic energy immediately prior

to the final loss. Figure 10 shows the conversion factor VS as a

function of RE beam Z. Both simulated (triangles) and mea-

sured (circles) distribution functions are used. The solid curve

shows the (logarithmic) average of the points, while dashed

curves show the envelope of the points, used to estimate upper

and lower error bars. Overall, within the large scatter, it can be

seen that VS depends only weakly on Z (if at all).

VII. RE ENERGY DEPOSITION AS A FUNCTION OF Z

Figure 11 gives an overview of the results on initial and

deposited RE energy as a function of Z. Figure 11(a) shows

initial (pre-final loss) RE beam energy: magnetic Wmag;0 and

kinetic Wkin;0. The simulated Wkin;0 is shown as the dashed

curve; this can be seen to typically be �5� less than the

measured Wkin;0, but still within the lower range of the large

error bars in the data, shown as vertical lines on several

points.

Figure 11(b) shows (red triangles) the Joule heating

IREV0 measured as described above and integrated over the

final loss. It can be seen that this does not monotonically

increase with Z but actually peaks at intermediate Z� 6. The

increase in RE kinetic energy DWkin during the final loss is

expected to be the Joule heating minus any loss terms. Joule

heating with loss terms estimated by the kinetic equation is

shown by circles; it can be seen that this is typically a small

correction (less than factor 2). For mid to high Z, isotropic

(UV) line radiation is expected to be the dominant loss term.

It was attempted to measure total radiated power during the

final loss in these experiments, but a clear measurement was

not obtained due to the small signal levels, slow time

response of the slow (foil) bolometers, and high noise (due

to HXRs) in the fast bolometers. An approximate upper

bound of roughly 10 kJ was estimated, indicating a small

effect. This is consistent with measurements on JET which

concluded that radiation loss was small during the final

loss12 and is also consistent with the measurement of individ-

ual Ar lines, which rise only of order 20%–40% following

final loss spikes, Fig. 6(c). The predicted Joule heating from

the 0D model is DWkin � Wmag;0=ð1þRÞ, where R � sX
sLoss

:6

This formula neglects loss terms during the final loss and

assumes that sLoss � sWall (which is valid here). It can be

seen in Fig. 11(b) that this matches the measurements fairly

well. Here, we use the measured sX and measured sLoss
(using sLoss ¼ sHXR=5) to determine R.

Figure 11(c) shows the total deposited energy into the

divertor during the final loss. The prediction of the kinetic

model is shown by the dashed curve. Here, we use the pre-

dicted Wkin;0, add measured Joule heating, and subtract the

(small) predicted loss terms predicted by the kinetic model.

Measured Wkin;0 [shown in Fig. 11(a) but not in Fig. 11(c)]

gives a model curve which is about 2–5� larger. Deposited

energy predicted by HXR signals is shown by circles. The

integral over HXR signals is done from the start of the final

loss (when HXR signals rise, typically accompanied also by

HXR flashes) until the end of the final loss (when HXR sig-

nals suddenly drop to zero). Toroidally averaged HXR
FIG. 10. Conversion factor to estimate RE deposited energy from HXR sig-

nals as a function of Z during final loss.

FIG. 11. (a) Initial RE energy (kinetic and magnetic); (b) Joule heating dur-

ing the final loss; and (c) RE energy deposited into wall during final loss as a

function of Z. Dashed curves show predictions of kinetic (test particle) mod-

els and 0D (coupled circuit) models.
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signals are used and the conversion factor of Fig. 10 as a

function of Z is used to convert HXR signals to deposited

energy (and assign error bars). Two different methods to sep-

arate wall HXR emission from plasma HXR emission during

the final loss are used. HXR(total) assumes that the plasma

HXR emission remains constant, subtracts pre-loss HXR

level, and then integrates over the HXR signal during the

final loss. This will tend to over-estimate the deposited

energy, since some small rise in background (plasma) HXR

emission could occur during the final loss due to wall impu-

rity sputtering. HXR(spikes) only integrates HXR signals

during final loss spikes. This will tend to under-estimate the

deposited energy, since there could be some inter-spike RE

loss to the wall (i.e., slower diffusive losses). Diamonds

show the deposited energy estimated from IR thermography.

In this case, error bars are assigned by assuming that energy

and pitch angle lie in the range 0.5MeV<W0< 5MeV and

0.05< h< 0.2. Additionally, error bars are increased assum-

ing either: (a) all the RE energy is deposited in the field of

view (FOV) of the IR camera (lower bound) or (b) 1/6 of the

RE energy is deposited in the FOV (which covers 60�). It is
possible that the IR camera data upper error bars should be

somewhat larger than this, if a large fraction of the RE

energy is deposited outside of the camera FOV, as seems to

be suggested by Fig. 7. IR camera data are not shown for

Z> 5 because IR signals on these shots were too weak to

analyze well. Overall, it can be seen that the kinetic model

predicts the deposited energy within the scatter of the data

for larger Z> 5 but tends to overestimate deposited energy

for lower Z< 5 by a factor of about 5–10�.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This work was primarily motivated by the concern that

RE plateaus with high impurity content (larger Z) would

have higher Joule heating, possibly resulting in larger RE-

wall damage in ITER if high Z injection is used to dissipate

RE plateaus. However, the experiments indicate that RE loss

time scale and Ohmic (resistive) time scale both vary with Z,

leading to a ratio (and Joule heating) which actually peaks at

intermediate Z� 6. The RE loss time scale is found to be

close to the avalanche time; this suggests that the final loss

time scale may be limited by the avalanche time. One poten-

tial mechanism for this would be that the final loss occurs at

the rate at which the current channel can reform via second-

ary RE formation following loss spikes during MHD events.

Despite the complex intermittent loss dynamics, the 0D

model based on a simple diffusive RE loss appears to be rea-

sonably good at predicting the total Joule heating averaged

over the entire final loss event.

Efforts were made here to measure the total energy

deposited on the wall by the REs, using HXR and IR signals.

Both methods have large uncertainties, resulting in error bars

of order a factor 10. Within these large uncertainties, the

measured energy deposition appears to be consistent with

predictions for larger Z> 5. At lower, Z< 5, however, the

measured energy deposition appears to be significantly less

than predicted. As seen in Fig. 11(c), the IR estimate for

deposited energy is a factor of about 5 below predictions at

low Z, but this could be accounted for if much of the deposi-

tion is consistently outside of the IR camera field of view.

The HXR estimates for deposited energy in Fig. 11(c) are a

factor of 10–20 below expectations, however, and cannot be

explained by toroidal asymmetries, since the HXR array has

reasonably good toroidal coverage. One possibility for this

large discrepancy is that the initial RE beam kinetic energy

is being overestimated at low Z. This seems unlikely though,

since both the modeling and measurements are in rough

agreement and it seems counterintuitive that the initial

kinetic energy at low Z should be much lower than at high Z

(which is more dissipative). A more likely explanation is that

the conversion factor Vs of Fig. 10 is being overestimated at

low Z, resulting in a deposited energy estimate from HXR

signals which is too low. The conversion factor depends on

many model-dependent steps, including the evolution of the

energy and pitch angle distribution functions during the final

loss, and the transmission of HXR signals through the vessel

walls into the detector array. One possible source of signifi-

cant error is the RE loss term used in the kinetic model. For

example, the present model makes a very rough approxima-

tion for RE loss to the wall assuming this is dominated by

drift orbit losses. However, an additional diffusive transport

loss term could significantly affect the distribution function

during the final loss, thus changing the conversion factor Vs.

Although this paper focuses on trends in RE Joule heat-

ing and energy deposition with Z, interesting results on the

structure of RE-wall interaction are also observed. The toroi-

dal structure of the HXR signals suggests a fairly broad inter-

action region globally, although the toroidal resolution of the

diagnostic is fairly poor. The phase of the interaction does not

appear to be random; instead, preferred loss phases are

observed. In contrast, IR thermography indicates a fairly

localized heat deposition in the vicinity of /¼ 150�, at least
over the observed �60� window of coverage. It is possible

that this increased local heat deposition in the vicinity of 150�

might be due to metal deposits there, but this does not seem

consistent with the very small (�10�4) metal concentrations

measured with RBS and XRF. It seems that a more likely

explanation seems to be that the DiMES port or some other

fixed metal structure or field error is causing a preferential

locking of the RE current channel phase during the final loss.

One caveat of this work is that the RE plateaus were kept

under current and position control, i.e., an external loop voltage

was applied to maintain plasma current constant up to the

moment of the final loss. In an uncontrolled disruption in

ITER, this high additional loop voltage drive would not exist,

possibly resulting in a quite different energy distribution func-

tion. Future experiments are expected to investigate the vertical

loss and energy distribution function evolution in uncontrolled

RE plateaus. This situation is less controlled experimentally

and thus more difficult to diagnose, but also more close to an

actual uncontrolled RE beam scenario in ITER.
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